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I .... gine for • moment that you do not know what a university is or, 
more exactly, what it might have been. Imagine that you set aside all 
the reams 01 boilerplate and platitude produced by today's universi
ties in search 01 a purpose to ask yoursell what a university will have 
been by the time this exhibition is over. The luture perfect - the 
"will have been" - is the tense 01 "the ghost, which will have 
returned. The ghost in this case is precisely the imagined university 
that haunts the ruins 01 the university as it is today. 

The late Edward Said used to declare that the university was the last 
utopia in Western society. The slightest glance at any report by a 
senior university official will quickly make it apparent that no hint 01 
utopia remains, with its language 01 incentivizing the laculty, naming 
students as customers and claiming the benelit 01 the institution is 
to function as an economic multiplier. Did that utopia simply evapo
rate to join the long list 01 unlullilled millenarian dreams? The new 
"realism" among university administrators would say so, but the 
interventionists 01 this exhibition suggest otherwise. For as the ghost 
01 the university continues to return, it demands that we consider 
that the university is in lact yet to come. The utopian university is not 
the ghost in the machine but rather, as Deleuze and Guattari might 
put it, it is a machine. This machine produces knowledge, not inlor
mation, and there is a dillerence. This university-machine did not die 
but has become dispersed into the expanded lield: beyond the 
museum, beyond the lecture hall, and into everyday lile. Experience 
the inte",ention 01 the experimental university and realize that the 
dream was not necessarily about those places with the name "uni
versity" on the door. The existence and emergence 01 utopian 
spaces to eat, live, dream and imagine take place in between the 
ruins 01 the museum and those 01 the university. It is not a revolution. 
It is a moment of clarity. 

Instead of thinking of the university as a locus of national policy by 
which the elite recruits new members, perhaps it might be a place in 
which people encounter each other. This sideways encounter is 
inspired by the German writer and critic Walter Benjamin's vision 01 
the Arcades, the '9th-century covered iron-and-glass arena for 
shopping, strolling and - perhaps above all - observation. 

Benjamin took this social and architectural innovation and trans
formed it into what he called a dream-image. The dream-image 

expressed his sense that the Arcades _e an espeo ' I, ionpootalt 
site in which people were trying to dream the future into being. 
Taking seriously Said's sense of the uniYersity as a utopia -*I 
make it the 20th-century eqUivalent of this dream, trying to ~ 
tools, images and ideas for the 21st century. Of course, this kind rA 
rhetoric is close to that used by uniYersities themselves with ihe;, 
insistent claims to prepare people lor the future and imp ..... \he. 
world we live in. Said's view was lar more expansive than \he. _ 
socioeconomic amelioration now ollered to students and their par-_ 
ents in exchange lor their ever-rising tuition lees. This urWersity 
might be a place 01 emancipation rather than instruction, Ianned by 
critique rather than the transler 01 information. The emancipated 
university was not accomplished in the past but dreamed by it. lAe 
the Arcades, it was a vision of the refiguring 01 social space or, more 

exactly, the rendering of space such that its social nature becomES 
apparent. That is to say, there is no such thing as empty space 
because all space, or the sensation 01 space, is socially produced. 
Unlike the Arcades, the university is a space of p<Oduction rather 
than consumption, in short a machine. Here is the connection with 
contemporary art, which Sarat Maharaj has called a form rA kn0wl
edge production. In this view, the distinction between the unNersity 

(each with its own museum) and the museum (each with its own edu
cation department) is getting productively blurred. In this intetlace 
01 artwork, museum and university, knowledge is produced as a 
dream 01 an emancipation that is yet to come. The emancipated uni
versity in the expanded lield is, then, a dream machine. 

There is much work to be done in developing this idea. Let's begin 
with the question 01 emancipation. Emancipation is the legal or ~ 
logical process by which a minor attains status as a subject. To 
emancipated one might come 01 age: or be set free from bondagel " 1 
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and which are not, and so on. In the European Enlightenment, the 

philosopher Immanuel Kant answered the question posed by a 
German newspaper ' What is enlightening?' as emancipation ~ or 
'Man's quitting the nonage occasioned by himself.' Nonage was 

the legal state of minority which required emancipation. In Kant's 

instance, ' Man' - by which he normally means the white, male, 
European, free, able-bodied Gentile - is able to emancipate him

self by the public use of Reason. The difficulty inherent in this con
cept of emancipation is that Reason has also been used to create 

the barriers to its enactment for those people who did not fall into 

the category of 'Man.' 

To make an assertion that will perhaps seem too quick, the experi
mental ~niversity would be a space for a collective and interactive 

deployment of criticism and other modes of inquiry that are not cir

cumscribed by this limited definition of the human. In discussing 

Kant's essay on enlightenment, Foucault argued that criticism ,!,as 
now to be framed as 'a historical investigation of the events that 

have led us to constitute ourselves as subjects of what we are doing, 
thinking, saying ... . But if we are not to settle for the affirmation or the 

empty dream of freedom, it seems to me that this historico-critical 

attitude must also be an experimental one.' By this, Foucault meant 
that such projects must be local and specific rather than seek to cre

ate the 'new man that the worst political systems have repeated 
throughout the twentieth century.' The empty affirmation of freedom 

is all around us at present even as its local and specific forms seem 
to be under consistent and Widespread erasure. 

In the context of art and visual culture, there is a notable omission 
from Foucault's definition of the activities of the subject: namely, 

seeing. His work was built on the theory of the 'interpellation" of the 
subject, developed by his colleague Louis Althusser in 1960s Paris. 
Althusser described interpellation, or hailing, as something 'which 

can be imagined along the lines of the most commonplace everyday 
police (or other) hailing 'Hey, you therel'" When we respond to that 
call by looking around or asking 'do you mean me?" we recognize 
our interpellation. This recognition is the means by which an individ
uallocates herself in time and space. Inherent in that little moment 
is also a visual surveillance that leads to a moment of detection or 
rec~gnition . The actions of the subject are suspicious, but their 
actions clearly exist. 

Rather than .an exchange between individuals on foot, as presumed 
; Alt~usser s theory of interpellation, his former colleague Jacques 
~nclere has recently argued that the modern anti-spectacle now 

dictates that there Is nothing to see and that Instead one must keep 
moving, keep Circulating and keep consuming: "The police are 
ahbove ~II a certitude about what Is there, or rather, about what Is not 
; ere: Move along, there's nothing to see." One of the new camps 
~~ m.,grants or refugees concealed In a remote area of the country
s e ~ a good example of this object of visuality which is there and 
~t t ~re at once. The police are not just the uniformed officers of 
. ; ~o Ice force but what Foucault called ' an administration head
In " ~state, together with the judiciary, the army and the excheq
uer. ontrastlng this generalized sense of the police with the prac-

tlce of politics, Ranc;ere continues: ' the police say there is nothing 

to see, nothing happening. nothing to be done, but to keep moving, 

circulating; they say that the space of circulation is nothing but the 

space of circulation. Politics consists in transforming the space 01 cir

culation into the space of manifestation of the subject, be it the peo

ple, workers, or citizens. Politics consists of reconfiguring that space, 

what there is to do there, what there is to see or name there. It is a 

dispute about the division of what is perceptible to the senses.' 

Insofar as that dispute concerns the visual, necessarily interfaced 
with the other senses, this politics of bringing the subject into pres

ence in space is visual culture. For when the police say there is noth

ing tosee, they are not telling the truth, nor are we supposed to infer 

that they are. Rather they mean, 'while there is something to see, 

you have no authority or need to look at it.' By being simply a citi

zen, one does not necessarily attain the full authority of the visual 

subject, the person who is allowed and required to look in all circum

stances. 

In the experimental university, new forms of looking are being enact
ed that would allow for the formation of visual subjects in the new 

spaces of globalization, with or without the permission of the police. 

With the Atlas Group, we look into the archive of the Lebanese wars 

of '975-1991 that seems to be a precursor to much of the current dra
mas of terrorism. The Atlas Group is described by Walid Raad as 'an 

aesthetic and cultural laboratory.' The archive ollered presents film. 

photography. documents and commentary but Raad adds: 'It is 

important to note that some of the documents. stories. and individ

uals I present with this project are real in the sense that they exist in 

the historical world. and others are imaginary in the sense that I 
imagined and produced them.' All pertain to making the situation in 

Lebanon visible and imaginable. But the interweaving of creative 
and documentary material places the viewer in a far more active 
position than that of a simple witness or consumer. In making this 

'division of what is perceptible to the senses'. the viewer becomes 
a visual subject. But whereas the ordinary university accomplishes 
these tasks based on a comfortable guarantee that the information 
ollered is true in commonsense terms. the Atlas Group Archive 
makes us question how and why archives come into being. 

Knowledge becomes a problem as well as an answer. 

Clearly this work is political. but it is not politics as we have become 
accustomed to it in American art of recent years. Interestingly. crit
ics as diverse as TJ Clark and Sarat Maharaj have recently called for 
a reconsideration of anarchism. the space between the artist and 
Duchamp's "anartist.' Clark has gone so far as to say that social
Ism's epistemic crisis began with the break with anarchism in the 
,890S, for which he has been soundly critiqued by scandalized 
Marxists in wealthy private universities. To look at ,890S anarchist 
concerns with race and racism. ecology and the politics of food. 
prison reform, and a decentered political system is to get a shock of 
Walter Benjamin's Jetzeit (the time of the now). Anarchy also recalls 
the fashion, music and politics 
of '970S punk that are again vis-
Ible In suburban streets. C •• , •••• 
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bec.use that IS the eJlCepbon to e\ eryday We, u in the reunl anti

WM demonstratioN that were mobilized from people's houses via 

the internet. That action was anarchist, on the sense of a political 
.ct1Ol1 committed out of sight of the poIoce. It is closer 10 the anar
chbt trend WIthin modem criticism that runs hom Oscar WIlde and 
Camille Pissarro in the .~s 10 the -theocratic anarchism-of the 
young Walter Benjamin in Weimar, Germany, the Situationists of the 
'9505 and '60s, and many conternpo.-ary strands of theoretical prac
tice, perhaps especially those connected with the philosophy of 
Gilles Deleure. This is not to suggest that the artists here should 
simply be thought of as anarchists, because many of them would dis
agree. At the same time, it is not to adhere to the violence commit
ted as -anarchism.- The point is to bring that strand of concern with 
the politics and practice of everyday life that was addressed by anar
chism, and often overlooked by other forms of the political, back into 
the practice of the experimental university. 

The possibility of an experimental university has emerged in consid
erable part thanks to the emergence of digital culture. Computer 
technology blurs the distinction between amateurs and profession
als and threatens to make information available as simply as photog
raphy did for the image. It is intriguing in this context to recall that 
Eric Raymond's famous essay, "The Cathedral and the Bazaar," one 
of the dassic texts of digital culture, concludes with a passage from 
Peter Kropotkin's Memoirs of a Revolutionist. Raymond's essay high
lights the creative possibilities of "open-source" programming using 
the unux operating system with the top-down, all-controlling in
house system (implicitly that of Microsoft). After hailing the "bazaar" 
of open source as superior to the" cathedral" of in-house (and with
oul addressing his own Orientalism). he turns to Kropotkin. 
Kropotkin had turned away from a career as a government reformer 
to that of a radical and revolutionary in Czarist Russia of the .860s. 
He had witnessed what he considered the failure of government-led 
reform in Siberia, while gaining a devotion to the peasants and ordi
nary people that was to shape his subsequent career. The passage 
cited by Raymond turns on Kropotkin's reflecting on his life within a 
serf-owning family - a serf being a person "owned" by a landown
er as the labor for that land only to then experience emancipation in 
.863. Having lived through this emancipation, Kropotkin came to 
"appreciate the difference between acting on the principle of com
mand and discipline and acting on the prinCiple of common under
standing. The former works admirably In a military parade but is 
worth nothing where real life is concerned, and the aim can be 
achieved only through the severe effort of many converging wills." 
That effort of many converging w,ills was what sustained the anarchy 
of the internet before it was reined in by Microsoft and AOl. Seen 
more broadly, Kropotkin's belief In the convergence of wills is per
haps the lirst theory of everyday life 8S a form of resistance and as 
an alternative to centralized power, for all its '9th·century baggage 
of "civilization" theory, More Widely still, this is the ethos of the 
experimental university. Indeed, Kropotkln used museums and 
libraries as examples of the principle 01 "to every person according 

to their needs." 

-
~ Meets c-. be met in a --, 0I-,s. D.bSSIrI(! tt.. 
pub/oc kitchens in the t&ps. K"'POIlon show" ed ..... !"""'''' 
duty of tating home our food read,-<: ...... ed. IhM would be ... ",... a 

nan! _to our modern ..Ids as the ideas of the COl: .IIIt or ..::: 

~. By connecting mass-produced food to the +c~_, ..... 
lions of church and state. Kropotlin liNed .... ,day iii. 10 
through the basic means of subsistence. h has -entIr ...::: 
mated that ten corporations suppI, CM!f half "'.II the food and dIw.It 
consumed in the United States. The number 01 people ........ 
as farmers is less than one per cent of the --1.:-.. -- pop h'" - .. 'K"-.,.v ~ \CIIit .. 
for all the endless evocation of the need$ 01 fame. b, It:. ga. ..... 
ing class. When you hear "farmers.· thinl • ag,o-bu.siness. " No. ..... 
nearly all but the most dedicated 01 us tale home our bre.d ~ 
cooked. Critical Art Ensemble with Beatriz de Costa plan 10 ..... us 
reexamine that connection by testing loaves fOf the pr.S.tbo& of 
genetically modified grains. We are told that these _ SiIe. Ea.dy 
what knowledge will be produced b, this expet imellt is unde.. ""
is the difference between an artistic experiment and a scientiIic .... 
that is created to demonstrate a theorelJl. It chaHenge. the coziness 
of the "museum visit" with its promise of quiet viewing. r._ded II, 
a visit to the gift shop and cafe. In the experimental uniwfsiIy ..... 

has taken its place, it remains to be seen what happens neat. The 
point at which this will start to get interesting will be when the .mst
educator loses the edge of surprise over the experimental student. 
learning curves are very short these days. 

The cybernetic hope of anarchic freedom implied in Raymond'. cit.
tion of Kropotkin had already been imagined as a cittscaPt II, the 
Situationist architect Constant in the .96os. He called it "New 
Babylon." A Dutch painter who had come to abandon art in favor of 
the new practice of urbanism, Constant may _II have i_ted the 
Situationist strategy. Inspired by his vision of a mass culture freed 
from the routine of subsistence labor by cybernetics. Const .... irMg

ined that automation would generate huge amount. 01 "so-called 
free time." Rather than think of this time as "leisure." Consmtt and 
the other Situationists were inspired by the Dutch hislo<ian Johann 
Huizinga to think of free time as play and in turn to consider play u 
freedom. In elaborating his theory of New Babylon. Constant quot
ed the cybernetic theorist Norbert Weiner who "cornpate. the eIec· 
tronic machine to the imported slaves of antiquity." This new eman
cipation from the necessity to work would be lor all, rathe< than the 

I '11 t" ecedented Ir_ minority supported by slavery. t w, genera e unpr . 10 
dom an undreamt-of opportunity for the free disposal 01 hme'd' r 

• __ ~_ uk 01 the IS' 
the free realization of lile ... .The Iree<><>m won as a res lied tL -

do " h' h he ca "" appearance 01 routine work is a free m to act, w :c be 
"lived work of art." In this society, traditionallorms 01 art would 

" "f h' l · d II--~om NewBabyloowas revealed as a surrogate or t : •• :n 0 reeu . 'eec\om' that 
to be the site of "the real practice ollreedom - 01 a Ir . 
for us Is not the choice between many alternatives but the OPbelt~ulI~ 

f I · I human ,n . development 01 the creative acu hes 0 every . 
. h b e of constraint or u Freedom was not to be seen elt er as an a sene _ ~ .... 

, bl h' h ' present-..., the self·enabling choice among vana es, .w IC is Cons ..... 
American apologists today, but as the pDSS:b,llIy to :::i. he c.IIed 
envisaged New Babylon as a world without front:ers. 
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• a camp for nomads on a planetary scale.- Rather than an .exclusion-

ary camp that seeks to detain and deport the: nomad, like the new 

detention camps for migrants and refugees created in the European 

Union, Australia and the US borderlands, New Babylon opened a 

space for them to playas they chose without having to become set

tled to do so. This new cityspace was inspired. by the old Babylon of 

the ghetto and marginal space: "these areas of the historical cities, 

where the outcasts of the utilitarian society stick together, these 

poor quarters where racial minorities, artists, students, prostitutes, 

and intellectuals are living together." The subRosa group creates 

maps of cities from alternative points of view in the hope of forming 

a refugia, a New Babylon that actually exists. In this case, they will 

have traced the places in North Adams that connect gender and 

production, looking at the ways in which MASS MoCA itself is 

housed in a former factory. Their project is going to be controversial 

because gender is always troubling and is exemplary of the experi

mental university that is yet to come. It has clear links to art and pol

itics of the past but tries to create a new future. However, that new 

future is not a calm utopia but a place where ideas, identities and 

knowledge are troubled rather than reinforced. The risk is that 

knowledge production simply becomes knowledge commodification. 
It is in that space between the museum and the everyday that the 

experimental university tries to establish itself. Both museums and 
univci!rsities have sought to evade the charge of elitism by organiz
ing themselves to appeal to ever-larger numbers of people. The 
blockbuster show is, in this sense, on par with on-line courses, part
time degrees and the promotion of lifelong learning. If there is to be 
a cultural and political significance to this expansion beyond the 
simple pursuit of numbers, then these institutions must face the 
challenge of anarchism, experimentation and utopia presented by 
this show. 

Nichol •• Mirzo.ff 
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